[Clinical trial of loxapine succinate in the treatment of 30 cases of psychotic states].
An open clinical study of loxapine succinate was developed on 30 hospitalized psychiatric patients in order to confirm its antipsychotic properties and its originality opposite the other major neuroleptics. Dosages ranged from 100 to 200 mg per day in 12 cases (40%), and more than 200 mg in serious psychosis or unamenable to therapeutic for which inferior dosages were inefficacious (11 cases). 56,7% of favourable results have been obtained, with a fair improvement of whole symptoms, paranoïd schizophrenic attack and acute delusions. Tolerance was remarkable: no neuro-vegetative manifestation was reported. The considerable sedative effect of loxapine had involved moderate and no invalidating drowsiness in 23% of cases. The extra-pyramidal occurring symptoms disappeared within 2 or 3 days. So loxapine succinate in proving to be a major first intention neuroleptic, suiting a considerable antipsychotic efficacy to a good tolerance, allowing new perspectives in the therapeutic and the approach of psychotic patients.